• Spire Global, Inc.
• Late Stage Start Up with Venture Capital Backing
• Bringing Space based capabilities to customers rapidly and at a fraction of the cost
• Spire is a Cube-Satellite Powered Data and Analytics company that is focused on the collection of RF signals world wide in near real time. Spire offers ship & aircraft tracking, weather forecasts & hosted payload services.

• Spire owns the value chain enabling rapid innovation and greatly improved on orbit performance and reliability.
• Spire designs, builds and operates a constellation of RF collecting Cube-Satellites
• Spire has built over 100 Cube-Satellites and has 76 on orbit
• Spire builds a satellite a week and launches every 6-8 weeks
• Spire can go from payload concept to an on orbit functioning capability inside 6 months.
• Seeking to partner to bring innovative space based capabilities to the community rapidly
• Extend on orbit capability with autonomy, orchestration, and cross vehicle comms
• Explore Chip Scale Atomic Clock based alternative PNT solutions on orbit
• Fly unique payloads to rapidly prove out high value concepts for the community
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